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AP government essays cover wide range of political topics such as underpinning of the US
government, mass media, bureaucracy, political parties and civil rights. Because AP government
essay exam is related with the political matters, so you must have excellent interpreting and
analytical skills to answer the American government essay topics effectively.

Here is the trouble-free guideline to write your AP essay on government:

Step 1: Examining the AP Essay Types

You would either be given a formal essay, thesis paper or free response government essays to write
on in your AP exam. Therefore, you should know how to handle these 3 types, hereâ€™s how:

Formal Essay: You should set up a thesis and then support your thesis with body paragraphs and
lastly present the conclusion.

Thesis Paper Essay: In thesis paper, you require a thesis all along with the background research,
after examining the background of political topic; you should incorporate supporting themes in
different paragraphs and present the conclusion in the end.

Free Response Essay: in this type, you would be given some opinionated questions about
government in free response essays that you need to answer to the spot as the question requires,
free response essays on government don not take over much time to write.

Step 2: How to go on further with each type of AP Essay?

A- First of all, you should recognize the political issue associated with your essay question.

B- You should point out the central theme of a question.

C- Next, you should underline essay keywords such as identify, elaborate or compare.

D- If there is any time frame cited; then you should jot it down.

In a nutshell, if you follow the foregoing steps in your AP exam, then it wonâ€™t be hard for you to clear
your AP government essays exams anymore.
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